U.S. SPACE & DEFENSE

ARROW PLATFORM
Versatile by Design
Your Mission Enabler

Whatever your mission to solve global challenges on Earth from Space, we will get you on track-on time, on quality and on budget.

The future of Space is not what it used to be: Low-Earth orbit constellations complement large existing Space Systems. Constellations of small satellites are unlocking a wide new range of missions and opportunities for business. They are the new foundation for delivering high-frequency information and insights to cope with global or local challenges on Earth.

At Airbus, we’re on a mission to facilitate access to Space and to provide affordable, powerful, smart and modular constellation spacecraft to enable high-performance Space applications for established or new Space entrepreneurs. We designed the ARROW platform based on OneWeb’s heritage with one purpose in mind: to make your mission successful and allow you to deliver on your business case.

A versatile platform suited to carrying advanced payloads in a single mission or multi-mission concept

- Highly reliable, qualified bus and innovations from design to manufacture (automation, design to cost...)
- Platform designed for up to 200kg class satellites
- Up to 100kg class payload
- 7 years minimum lifetime at 500-km orbit and 5 years at 1,200km orbit
- Orbit flexibility thanks to full-electric propulsion
- Scalable solution, allowing optimum exploitation of small or large constellations
- Cost effective thanks to the use of COTS, integrated supply chain management and mass production scale factor
- Modular design to accommodate different types of payloads

An affordable solution with a reduced time to orbit

- OneWeb Satellites’ undisputed experience in serial production of mega constellations: mass production lines are available in Europe and the USA to answer the growing demand for mega constellations, with production rates of as many as 15 satellites per week.
- A small stowed platform and payload size: the very compact spacecraft launch volume supports multiple-launch or ride-sharing compatibility for cost-effective constellations.
- Airbus’ expertise for orbit management, frequency allocation, ITU-compliant communications, collision avoidance and end-of-life disposal operations: a solution compliant with post-mission disposal regulation.

One-Stop Shop for Space Access

Airbus offers different solutions that comply with a variety of business models:

- MISSION-AS-A-SERVICE: an end-to-end solution including satellite launch, ground segment, payload integration, engineering support and operations.
- ARROW BUS CONFIGURATION: configuration of the ARROW platform to best fit your mission’s requirements and integration of your payload.
- FULL SATELLITE SYSTEMS: delivery of a standard constellation product with payload catalogue options.
- Airbus can also develop a dedicated constellation with a customized payload design based on the required performance and operations.

Airbus Trusted Partner

- IODA, the In-Orbit Demonstration Service provided by Airbus with the European Space Agency, facilitates in-orbit validation of new satellite concepts and technology demonstration systems to prove and de-risk your new mission in LEO.
- In the Blackjack programme, Airbus will provide an architecture demonstration intended to show the military utility of global low-Earth orbit constellations and mesh networks of lower size, weight and cost. DARPA will use the ARROW satellite buses and pair them with sensors and payloads.
ARROW is Airbus’ innovative, responsive, versatile and affordable platform for high-performance Space applications, collection and tracking of RF sensing data, Earth observation, M2M, IoT, low-data-rate communications and messaging, as well as in-orbit demonstration.

New Approaches from Design to Manufacture and Launch

The ARROW platform has been further developed from the OneWeb satellite bus design leveraging innovative manufacturing approaches tailored for serial production of small (Up to 200Kg-class) satellites at significantly lower costs than other systems with comparable capability.

Functional Block Diagram

A Game Changer in the Design and Manufacturing of Small Satellites for Constellation Purposes

Scale: pioneering high-volume spacecraft production with unprecedented production rate of 15 satellites per week.

Price: low recurrent unit price thanks to the use of COTS components and sub-system and scale production factor.

Quality: proactive supply chain management. Applying large-scale production, assembly and test approaches from other industries including advanced levels of automation.

Cycle Time: shortening customer acquisition timelines to just a year.

Modularity: designed to accommodate multiple mission configurations, from nano to medium class payloads and long duration LEO missions. Full orbit flexibility thanks to full-electric propulsion. Standard payload deck and standard interfaces.

Flight proven: first OneWeb satellites already launched successfully. Compatible with all launchers.

Reliability: high reliability standards qualified in the OneWeb programme. Five years minimum lifetime in LEO orbit (at 1,200km).

Regulation: compliant with post-mission disposal regulations.

Customers are able to operate their payload independent of the platform.
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